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On March 25, 2019, this Court granted Plaintiffs’ First Motion to Compel in part, ordered 

Legislative Defendants’ to provide “complete responses” to certain document requests and 

“complete answers” to certain interrogatories by April 3, and held open Plaintiffs’ request for 

fees and costs in connection with Plaintiffs’ First and Second Motions to Compel “to consider 

the matter if Legislative Defendants fail to comply with the terms of this Order.”  Plaintiffs 

submit this supplemental brief to report that Legislative Defendants’ further discovery responses 

of April 3 remain woefully deficient and incomplete.  Legislative Defendants should be ordered 

to remedy certain of these deficiencies.  And it is now exceedingly clear that Plaintiffs are 

entitled to an award fees and costs for the substantial time they have been forced to devote to 

address Legislative Defendants’ failure to participate in routine civil discovery.  

BACKGROUND 

This Court’s March 25, 2019 Order granted Plaintiffs’ First Motion to Compel in part.  

With respect to Plaintiffs’ First Set of RFPs, this Court ordered Legislative Defendant, “subject 

to any bona fide assertions of privilege or immunity,” to “produce all records responsive to 

Plaintiffs’ requests for production” by April 3.  Order at 6-8.  To the extent they withhold any 

documents on a claim of privilege, the Court ordered Legislative Defendants to produce a 

privilege log in accordance with Rule 26(b)(5)(a), also by April 3.  Id. at 7-8.  And the Court 

ordered Legislative Defendants to disclose information regarding custodians, non-custodial data 

sources, data ranges, and search methodology in accordance with Local Rule 5.7.  Id. at 7. 

With respect to Plaintiffs’ Interrogatories, relevant here, this Court ordered Legislative 

Defendants to respond to Interrogatories No. 14-18, which request information on “the 2011 

Unchanged Districts,” which Plaintiffs defined as the House and Senate districts that were drawn 

in 2011 and not altered in 2018.  This Court explained that Legislative Defendants’ previous 
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responses, which merely directed Plaintiffs to review documents produced in this case and in 

prior litigations, were “insufficient.”  Id. at 6. 

On April 3, Legislative Defendants served their supplemental discovery responses.  In a 

cover letter accompanying those responses (attached as Exhibit A), Legislative Defendants 

disclosed for the first time that, with one (meaningless) exception, their search for responsive 

documents covered just a two-month period from July 1 to August 31, 2017.  See Ex. A at 1.  

Legislative Defendants unilaterally limited their search to this two-month period even though 

Plaintiffs’ RFPs contain no such time limitation.  To the contrary, RFP #3 requests “[a]ll 

documents and communications since January 1, 2015 . . . that refer or relate to the development 

of new state legislative districts.”  Ex. B at 6.  As the one exception to their two-month time 

limitation, Legislative Defendants explained that they searched for the odd phrase “legislative 

districts redraw” from January 1, 2015, which predictably produced zero hits.  Ex. A at 1. 

Also on April 3, Legislative Defendants served a privilege log (attached as Exhibit C), 

which listed 228 items that they are apparently withholding on claims of privilege, all dating 

from within the two-month period they searched.  But the privilege log does not indicate what 

privilege Legislative Defendants are invoking to withhold each document.  See Ex. C.   

The documents Legislative Defendants did produce from the two-month period they 

searched appear to be entirely non-substantive in nature.  The majority are constituent e-mails or 

legislators’ responses to constituent e-mails—including thousands of pages of the same auto-

generated response from Representative Lewis’ office to constituent messages. See, e.g., Ex. D.  

Legislative Defendants also supplemented their interrogatory responses on April 3.  For 

Interrogatories No. 14-18 relating to the 2011 Unchanged Districts, Legislative Defendants—just 

like in their prior insufficient responses—directed Plaintiffs to “what has been previously 
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disclosed in their responses to [these] Interrogator[ies] and in the litigation record from the 

Dickson and Covington cases.”  Ex. E at 23-26.  Legislative Defendants added that they “affirm 

and adopt” certain portions of depositions taken in Dickson and Covington.  Id.  The only other 

thing Legislative Defendants added is that they “do not have any independent recollection” of 

anything related to the 2011 Unchanged Districts, whether it be the criteria used to draw those 

districts, the use of partisanship in drawing those districts, or anything.  Id. 

On April 9, Plaintiffs e-mailed Legislative Defendants noting various deficiencies in their 

supplemental discovery responses.  See Ex. F (4/9/19 e-mail from Jones to Strach).  Plaintiffs 

explained that it was impossible to assess Legislative Defendants’ privilege assertions where 

their privilege log does not indicate the basis for withholding each document.  Plaintiffs 

explained that Legislative Defendants’ limitation of their search for documents to a two-month 

period was improper, and that Legislative Defendants should add “Hofeller” and “formula” as 

search terms, since those terms would be very likely to produce responsive records highly 

relevant to this case.  And Plaintiffs noted the deficiencies in Legislative Defendants’ responses 

to Interrogatories No. 14-18, particularly given that the Dickson and Covington cases that 

Legislative Defendants reference did not even concern the 2011 Unchanged Districts.   

Plaintiffs requested that Legislative Defendants advise by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, April 

10, whether they would cure these deficiencies.  Legislative Defendants did not do so.  On April 

11, Legislative Defendants e-mailed Plaintiffs stating that they were “looking into the issues 

[Plaintiffs] raised . . . and will have a further response later today.”  Ex. F (4/11/19 e-mail from 

Strach to Jones).  But they did not do so, and as of this filing, Legislative Defendants have 

provided no further response. 
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I.  Legislative Defendants’ Privilege Log Is Deficient and Incomplete 

Legislative Defendants’ privilege log is patently deficient because the log does not 

indicate in any way the specific claim of privilege for each document or otherwise explain 

Legislative Defendants’ basis for withholding each document.  Under Rule 26(b)(5)(a), a litigant 

withholding responsive materials based on a claim of privilege must “describe the nature of the 

documents . . . in a manner that . . . will enable other parties to assess the [privilege] claim.”  

Legislative Defendants have not done so.  Neither Plaintiffs nor the Court can conceivably assess 

each privilege claim without knowing what privilege Legislative Defendants are asserting over 

each document, be it attorney-client privilege, legislative privilege, or some other privilege.    

Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court order Legislative Defendants to supplement 

their privilege log by indicating the specific privilege(s) being invoked to withhold each 

document.  

II.  Legislative Defendants’ Search Methodology Is Deficient and Incomplete 

As detailed above, Plaintiffs requested records dating back to January 1, 2015, but 

Legislative Defendants limited their search to just a two-month period from July 1 to August 31, 

2017.  See Ex. A at 1.  The sole exception was that Legislative Defendants searched earlier 

records for a bizarre phrase that nobody would ever use—“legislative districts redraw” —which, 

apparently by design, produced zero hits.  Id. 

Legislative Defendants have provided no explanation for limiting their search in the 

manner that they did, and conducting such a restrictive search is not consistent with good-faith 

discovery.  Indeed, Legislative Defendants have requested that Plaintiffs produce records 

spanning many years, and Plaintiffs have been producing such records.  Plaintiffs respectfully 

request that the Court order Legislative Defendants to expand their search to run from August 11, 

2016 to November 13, 2018.  The earlier date, August 11, 2016, is when the federal district court 
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in Covington issued its decision on the merits ordering the drawing of new legislative maps.  See 

Covington v. North Carolina, 316 F.R.D. 117, 178 (M.D.N.C. 2016).  The end day is when 

Plaintiffs commenced this action.  Plaintiffs further request that the Court order Legislative 

Defendants to add the terms “Hofeller” and “formula” as separate search terms for the date range 

they have already searched and any expanded date range, since those terms will likely return key 

records.  

III.  Legislative Defendants’ Interrogatory Responses Are Deficient and Incomplete 

Legislative Defendants’ responses to Interrogatories No. 14-18 remain woefully 

deficient.  Just like their prior responses which this Court found insufficient, Legislative 

Defendants again direct Plaintiffs to records from the Dickson and Covington cases.  This 

response does not make any more sense now than it did before.  The Dickson and Covington 

cases did not involve the 2011 Unchanged Districts or partisan gerrymandering claims at all, and 

instead involved racial gerrymandering claims challenging districts that were later redrawn in 

2017, and hence are not among the 2011 Unchanged Districts.  Accordingly, the records and 

deposition excerpts from the Dickson and Covington cases are not responsive to Interrogatories 

No. 14-18, which seek information relevant to partisan gerrymandering of the 2011 Unchanged 

Districts.  Furthermore, it is not complete or credible for Legislative Defendants to say that they 

categorically have no “independent recollection” whatsoever about state House and state Senate 

districts they drew this decade.  Ex. E at 23-26.     

At this stage, Plaintiffs do not believe that Legislative Defendants will ever provide 

fulsome responses to these Interrogatories, and thus Plaintiffs do not seek further relief from the 

Court with respect to them.  But Legislative Defendants’ responses are indicative of their 

unwillingness to engage in good-faith civil discovery and should inform this Court’s 

determination as to whether to award fees and costs to Plaintiffs for their motions to compel. 
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IV.  The Court Should Award Fees and Expenses and Other Appropriate Relief   

This Court’s March 25 Order deferred resolution of Plaintiffs’ requests for fees and costs 

in connection with their First and Second Motions to Compel, “to consider the matter if 

Legislative Defendants fail to comply with the terms of [the] Order.”  Order at 8.  Plaintiffs 

believe that fees are now clearly warranted given Legislative Defendants’ myriad failures to 

comply with this Court’s directives and even the most basic of discovery obligations.  The Court 

ordered Legislative Defendants to produce a privilege log in compliance with Rule 26(b)(5)(a), 

but Legislative Defendants did not do so, failing to provide the most basic information that a 

privilege log requires—the actual privileges being asserted.  The Court ordered Legislative 

Defendants to “produce all records responsive to Plaintiffs’ request for production,” and 

Legislative Defendants did not so, instead narrowing their search in a manner that is patently 

unreasonable.  And the Court ordered Legislative Defendants to provide meaningful responses to 

Interrogatories No. 14-18, and Legislative Defendants did not do that either.   

Because this Court has already granted Plaintiffs’ First Motion to Compel in part, under 

Rule 37(a)(4), the default presumption is to award fees and costs absent a showing that 

Legislative Defendants’ opposition was “substantially justified.”  There is no justification for 

Legislative Defendants’ obstruction and litigation tactics.  And Plaintiffs already effectively 

prevailed on their Second Motion to Compel because Legislative Defendants mooted the issue 

by providing the requested information rather than oppose the motion.  Plaintiffs therefore 

respectfully submit that fees and costs, assessed against the appropriate party at this Court’s 

discretion, are warranted in these circumstances.   

* * * 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request that the Court: (1) order Legislative Defendants to 

supplement their privilege log to indicate the basis for withholding each document; (2) order 
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Legislative Defendants to expand their search for responsive documents from August 11, 2016 to 

November 13, 2018, and to add the search terms “Hofeller” and “formula”; and (3) award fees 

and costs to Plaintiffs in connection with their First and Second Motions to Compel. 

 
Respectfully submitted this the 12th day of April, 2019. 
 
 
POYNER SPRUILL LLP 
 
By: /s/Edwin M. Speas, Jr. 

Edwin M. Speas, Jr. 
   N.C. State Bar No. 4112 
Caroline P. Mackie 
   N.C. State Bar No.  41512 
P.O. Box 1801 
Raleigh, NC  27602-1801 
(919) 783-6400  
espeas@poynerspruill.com 

 
Counsel for Common Cause, the North 
Carolina Democratic Party, and the 
Individual Plaintiffs 

 

ARNOLD AND PORTER       KAYE SCHOLER LLP 
 
R. Stanton Jones* 
David P. Gersch*  
Elisabeth S. Theodore* 
Daniel F. Jacobson* 
601 Massachusetts Avenue NW 
Washington, DC 20001-3743 
(202) 954-5000  
stanton.jones@arnoldporter.com 
 
PERKINS COIE LLP 
 
Marc E. Elias* 
Aria C. Branch* 
700 13th Street NW 
Washington, DC 20005-3960 
(202) 654-6200 
melias@perkinscoie.com 
 
Abha Khanna* 
1201 Third Avenue, Suite 4900 
Seattle, WA  98101-3099 
(206) 359-8000 
akhanna@perkinscoie.com 
 
Counsel for Common Cause and the 
Individual Plaintiffs 

 *Admitted Pro Hac Vice  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I hereby certify that I have this day served a copy of the foregoing by email, addressed to 
the following persons at the following addresses which are the last addresses known to me: 

Amar Majmundar 
Stephanie A. Brennan 
Paul M. Cox 
NC Department of Justice 
P.O. Box 629 
114 W. Edenton St. 
Raleigh, NC 27602 
amajmundar@ncdoj.gov 
sbrennan@ncdoj.gov 
pcox@ncdoj.gov 
Counsel for the State Board of Elections and 
Ethics Enforcement and its members 

Phillip J. Strach 
Michael McKnight 
Alyssa Riggins 
Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, 
P.C. 
4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1100 
Raleigh, NC  27609 
Phillip.strach@ogletree.com 
Michael.mcknight@ogletree.com 
Alyssa.riggins@ogletree.com 
Counsel for the Legislative Defendants 

John E. Branch III 
H. Denton Worrell 
Nathaniel J. Pencook 
Shanahan McDougal, PLLC 
128 E. Hargett Street, Suite 300 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
jbranch@shanahanmcdougal.com 
dworrell@shanahanmcdougal.com 
npencook@shanahanmcdougal.com 
Counsel for the Defendant-Intervenors 

E. Mark Braden 
Richard B. Raile 
Trevor M. Stanley 
Baker & Hostetler, LLP 
Washington Square, Suite 1100 
1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036-5403 
rraile@bakerlaw.com 
mbraden@bakerlaw.com 
tstanley@bakerlaw.com 
Counsel for the Legislative Defendants 

 
 

This the 12th day of April, 2019. 
 

/s/Edwin M. Speas, Jr.                         
Edwin M. Speas, Jr. 
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OGLETREE, DEAKINS, NASH, 

SMOAK & STEWART, P.C. 

Attorneys at Law 

4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1100 

Raleigh, NC 27609 

Telephone:  919-787-9700 

Facsimile:  919-783-9412 

www.ogletree.com 

 

Atlanta ▪ Austin ▪ Berlin (Germany) ▪ Birmingham ▪ Boston ▪ Charleston ▪ Charlotte ▪ Chicago ▪ Cleveland ▪ Columbia ▪ Dallas ▪ Denver ▪ Detroit Metro ▪ Greenville ▪ Houston 
Indianapolis ▪ Jackson ▪ Kansas City ▪ Las Vegas ▪ London (England) ▪ Los Angeles ▪ Memphis ▪ Mexico City (Mexico) ▪ Miami ▪ Milwaukee ▪ Minneapolis ▪ Morristown 
Nashville ▪ New Orleans ▪ New York City ▪ Oklahoma City ▪ Orange County ▪ Paris (France) ▪ Philadelphia ▪ Phoenix ▪ Pittsburgh ▪ Portland, ME ▪ Portland, OR ▪ Raleigh 

Richmond ▪ St. Louis ▪ St. Thomas ▪ Sacramento ▪ San Antonio ▪ San Diego ▪ San Francisco ▪ Seattle ▪ Stamford ▪ Tampa ▪ Toronto (Canada) ▪ Torrance ▪ Tucson ▪ Washington 

 
 

Phillip J. Strach 

919-789-3179 

phillip.strach@ogletree.com 

April 3, 2019 

 

Via U.S. Mail & 

Via Email (stanton.jones@arnoldporter.com) 

 

R. Stanton Jones 

Arnold & Porter 

601 Massachusetts Ave., NW 

Washington, DC 20001 

 

 
 

RE: Common Cause, et al. v. David R. Lewis, et al. 

Wake County Superior Court Case No.: 18-cvs-014001  

 

Dear Stanton: 

Enclosed please find legislative defendants’ supplemental interrogatory responses. 

By separate email communication, we will send a link to part of the document production.  For the 

production provided at that link, legislative defendants searched the terms “redistricting” OR 

“redistrict” OR “criteria” OR “precinct” OR “VTD” OR “compact” IR “compactness” between July 

1, 2017 and August 31, 2017 across the following custodians: Phil Berger, and staff members Amy 

Auth, Jim Blaine, Shelley Carver, Peggy Halifax, Darrell Malcom, Stephen Ogden, Tom Reeder, Sara 

R. Ulm, Wanda Shivers, Erica Srader, Will Timlinson, Andrew Tripp, Kolt Ulm, Dulan Watts, 

Interns, Graham Whitaker; Tim Moore, and staff members Leah Burns, Britt Eller, Nelson Freeman, 

Mitch Gillespie, Bart Goodson, Lewis King, Joseph Kyzer, Julie Lisella; Nelson Dollar and staff 

member Candace Slate; David Lewis and staff members Grace Rogers, Mark Coggins, Lewisin, Neal 

Inman; Ralph Hise and staff members Susan Fanning, Hisein, Hisein2, HSE RedistrictLA, SEN 

RedistrictLA. Legislative defendants also searched terms “legislative districts redraw” from January 

1, 2015 for the same custodians and no results were found. No document in this production came 

from a non-custodial data source.  The legislative defendants are not in possession of any electronic 

communications outside of these custodial sources that are responsive to the document requests.  

For documents regarding the enactment of the 2011 plans, we have produced the documents and files 

that were produced regarding the 2011 plans in the Dickson v. Rucho matter.  This production is 

being served via overnight delivery and is included on electronic drives.  The only way to ensure a 



R. Stanton Jones 

April 3, 2019 

Page 2 

 

 

 

complete production regarding the 2011 plans was to re-produce the files produced by the defendants 

in the Dickson matter.  As you know, local counsel for the plaintiffs in this matter was also counsel 

for the plaintiffs in the Dickson matter and should have a complete copy of the Dickson production.  

If you believe that we have not included some aspect of the Dickson production here please let us 

know.  For instance, we were not able to reproduce the Dickson production that included some of the 

electronic files of Joel Raupe because the CD containing that production had denigrated over time to 

the point that it could not be copied.  To our knowledge, no other parts of the Dickson production 

were so compromised. 

Sincerely, 

 

OGLETREE, DEAKINS, NASH, 

   SMOAK & STEWART, P.C. 

 

/s/ Phillip J. Strach 

 

Phillip J. Strach 

PJS:erd 

 

Encl. 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE

COUNTY OF WAKE SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION

18-CVS-0 1400 1

Plaintiffs,

PLAINTIFFS' FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF

DOCUMENTS TO ALL DEFENDANTS

COMMON CAUSE et al.,

v.

REPRESENT ATIVE DAVID R. LEWIS, IN HIS
OFFICIAL CAPACITY AS SENIOR CHAIRMAN OF
THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON
REDISTRICTING et al.,

Defendants.

NOW COME PLAINTIFFS, by and through their undersigned counsel, and hereby serve
upon the Defendants ("Defendants" or "You") the following Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for
Production of Documents ("Request") pursuant to Rules 26 and 34 of the North Carolina Rules
of Civil Procedure. Unless otherwise stated, you are required to produce the following
documents and things requested for inspection and copying at the offices of Poyner Spruill LLP,
301 Fayetteville Street, Suite 1900, Raleigh, North Carolina within 30 days after the services of
this Request, except that you may serve a response within 45 days after service of the Summons
and Complaint upon you. The response to the Request must state that inspection, copying, and
related activities will be permitted as requested with respect to each item or category of
document, unless the request is objected to, in which event, the reasons for the objection must be
stated with particularity.

You are required, when responding to this Request, to furnish all information available to
you, to your attorneys or agents, or to anyone acting on your behalf or on behalf of your
attorneys, or your agents. Unless stated otherwise, this Request calls for the production of all
responsive documents in your possession, custody, or control without regard to where the
documents may be physically located, and without regard to who prepared or delivered the
documents.

For purposes of responding to this Request, you shall use the instructions and definitions
contained herein. The Request shall be continuing in nature until the date of trial.
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INSTRUCTIONS

For the purposes of this Request, the following instructions shall apply as set forth below
except as otherwise required by context:

1. BE ADVISED that under Rule 37 of the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure, if you
fail to respond to a request made herein under Rule 34, or if you give an evasive or
incomplete response, the Plaintiffs may move for a court order compelling you to
respond. If such motion is granted, the court may require you to pay the reasonable costs
incurred in obtaining the order, including attorneys' fees. Failure to comply with such a
court order may result in further sanctions or in contempt of court.

2. Electronically-stored information: This Request includes requests to permit the
forensic copying and examination of electronically stored information ("ESI"), as well as
for the production of ESI. The purpose of obtaining ESI from you is to obtain all
metadata, residual data, file fragments, and other information that is not reasonably
accessible for forensic examination of authenticity. Any storage device that contains, or
may contain, ESI requested shall be produced for forensic copying and examination.
Forensic copying usually may be done on-site, without taking possession of your
computing devices, at minimal inconvenience, cost, or interruption to you. The forensic
copying will eliminate the need for you to search all storage devices or sift through a vast
amount of information. Once forensic copies are made, the parties may agree on search
terms to reduce costs and to preserve privacy of non-discoverable information. You are
encouraged to comply reasonably and to confer immediately with the undersigned
counsel for an agreement on each party's respective rights and responsibilities.

3. Words used in the singular number shall include the plural number, and words used in the
plural number shall refer to the singular number as well.

4. If any Request is objected to on the grounds of its being overly broad or unduly
burdensome, state the manner in which it is overly broad or unduly burdensome and
respond to the Request as narrowed to conform to such objection.

5. For any document no longer in your custody or control, identify the document, state
whether it is missing, lost, destroyed, transferred to others or otherwise disposed of, and
identify any person who currently has custody or control of the document or who has
knowledge of the contents of the document.

6. For any ESI no longer in your custody or control, identify the type ofESI, state whether
it is missing, lost, destroyed, transferred to others or otherwise disposed of, and the
approximate date such ESI became missing, lost, destroyed, or transferred, and identify
any person who currently has custody or control of the ESI or who has knowledge of the
contents of same.

7. If any documents, communications, ESI, or responses are withheld on the ground of
any privilege, identify the following:
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A. the names and addresses of the speaker or author of the communication or
document;

B. the date of the communication or document;

C. the name and address of any person to whom the communication was made or the
document was sent or to whom copies were sent or circulated at any time;

D. the type of document or communication (e.g., letter, memorandum, invoice,
contract, etc.);

E. the name and address of any person currently in possession of the document or a
copy thereof; and

F. the privilege claimed and specific grounds therefor.

DEFINITIONS

For purposes of these Requests, the following definitions shall apply except as otherwise
required by context:

1. "2011 Plans" mean the 2011 redistricting plans for the North Carolina House of
Representatives and the North Carolina Senate that were passed by the North Carolina
General Assembly in November 2011, including all drafts thereof.

2. "2017 Plans" mean the 2017 redistricting plans for the North Carolina House of
Representatives and the North Carolina Senate that were passed by the North Carolina
General Assembly in August 2017, including all drafts thereof.

3. "2011 Unchanged Districts" means the state legislative districts enacted by the General
Assembly under the 2011 Plans that were not altered under the 2017 Plans, including all
drafts thereof.

4. The "2017 Plans Criteria" refer to the criteria that the North Carolina House and Senate
Redistricting Committees adopted for the 2017 Plans.

5. "Individual Defendants" refers to Senator Ralph E. Hise, Jr.; Representative David R.
Lewis; President Pro Tempore Philip E. Berger; Speaker Timothy K. Moore; Chairman
Andy Penry, Chairman of the North Carolina State Board of Elections and Ethics
Enforcement; Joshua Malcolm, Vice-Chair of the North Carolina State Board of
Elections & Ethics Enforcement; Ken Raymond, Secretary of the North Carolina State
Board of Elections & Ethics Enforcement; Stella Anderson, Member of the North
Carolina State Board of Elections & Ethics Enforcement; Damon Circosta, Member of
the North Carolina State Board of Elections & Ethics Enforcement; Stacy "Four" Eggers
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IV, Member of the North Carolina State Board of Elections & Ethics Enforcement; Jay
Hemphill, Member of the North Carolina State Board of Elections & Ethics Enforcement;
Valerie Johnson, Member of the North Carolina State Board of Elections & Ethics
Enforcement; John Lewis, Member of the North Carolina State Board of Elections &
Ethics Enforcement; and their predecessors in office.

6. "Entity Defendants" refers to The State of North Carolina and the North Carolina State
Board of Elections and Ethics Enforcement.

7. "Defendants" refers to the Individual Defendants and the Entity Defendants.

8. With respect to the Individual Defendants, "You" and "Your" refers to the Individual
Defendants and their predecessors in office, attorneys, representatives, agents, and others
acting on their behalf.

9. With respect to the Entity Defendants, "You" and "Your" refers to the Entity
Respondents and all branches of government, including departments, agencies,
committees, and subcommittees, as well as attorneys, representatives, members,
employees, agents, and others acting on behalf of the Entity Defendants.

10. "Document" is used in its broadest sense and is intended to be comprehensive and to
include, without limitation, a record, in whatever medium (e.g., paper, computerized
format, e-mail, photograph, audiotape) it is maintained, and includes originals and each
and every non-identical copy of all writings of every kind, including drafts, legal
pleadings, brochures, circulars, advertisements, letters, internal memoranda, minutes,
notes or records of meetings, reports, comments, affidavits, statements, summaries,
messages, worksheets, notes, correspondence, diaries, calendars, appointment books,
registers, travel records, tables, calculations, books of account, budgets, bookkeeping or
accounting records, telephone records, tables, stenographic notes, financial data, checks,
receipts, financial statements, annual reports, accountants' work papers, analyses,
forecasts, statistical or other projections, newspaper articles, press releases, publications,
tabulations, graphs, charts, maps, public records, telegrams, books, facsimiles,
agreements, opinions or reports of experts, records or transcripts of conversations,
discussions, conferences, meetings or interviews, whether in person or by telephone or by
any other means and all other forms or types of written or printed matter or tangible
things on which any words, phrases, or numbers are affixed, however produced or
reproduced and wherever located, which are in Your possession, custody or control. The
term "Document" includes electronical mail and attachments, data processing or
computer printouts, tapes, documents contained on floppy disks, hard disks, computer
hard drives, CDs, and DVDs, or retrieval listings, together with programs and program
documentation necessary to utilize or retrieve such information, and all other mechanical
or electronic means of storing or recording information, as well as tape, film or cassette
sound or visual recordings and reproduction for film impressions of any of the
aforementioned writings.
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11. "Communication" means any oral or written utterance, notation, or statement of any
nature whatsoever, by and to whomsoever made including, but not limited to,
correspondence, conversations, dialogues, discussions, interviews, consultations,
agreements, and other understandings between or among two or more persons, by any
means or mode of conveying information including, but not limited to, telephone,
television, or telegraph or electronic mail.

12. A request seeking production of communications between you and an individual or entity
includes communications between you and the individual or entity's agents, officers,
members, employees, consultants, or representatives.

REQUESTS

1. All documents and communications referring or relating to the 2017 Plans, including, but
not limited to:

a. All documents, proposals, analyses, memoranda, notes, and calendar
entries in whatever medium (e.g., paper, computerized format, e-mail,
photograph, audiotape) they are maintained referring or relating to the
2017 Plans.

b. All documents referring or relating to the 2017 Plans Criteria.
c. All documents referring or relating to how each 2017 Plans Criterion

was measured, including the specific data, information, formulas, scores,
or estimates used in assessing or promoting compactness, partisanship
(of precincts, voting districts, and/or proposed House and Senate
districts), the protection of incumbents, and avoiding the splitting of
counties, municipalities, and precincts.

d. All documents referring or relating to how each 2017 Plans Criterion
affected the 2017 Plans, including any rule or principle guiding the use
of each criterion in developing the 2017 Plans, or any specific choices
made in constructing a district based on each criterion.

e. All documents referring or relating to the prioritization or weighting of
the 2017 Plans criteria in developing the 2017 Plans.

f. All communications since January 1,2015 with any affiliate of the
Republican Party, including, but not limited to, the Republican Party of
North Carolina, the Republican National Committee (RNC), the
National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC), the Republican
State Leadership Committee (RSLC), the REDistricting Majority Project
(REDMAP), or the State Government Leadership Foundation (SGLF)
that refer or relate to the 2017 Plans.

g. All communications with any mapmakers, consultants, advisors, experts,
statisticians, mathematicians, or political scientists referring or relating
to the 2017 Plans.

h. All non-privileged communications with any committees, legislators, or
legislative staffers referring or relating to the 2017 Plans.
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RESPONSE:

2. All documents and communications since November 1, 2010 referring or relating to the
2011 Unchanged Districts, including, but not limited to:

a. All documents, proposals, analyses, memoranda, notes, and calendar
entries in whatever medium (e.g., paper, computerized format, e-mail,
photograph, audiotape) they are maintained referring or relating to the
2011 Unchanged Districts.

a. All documents referring or relating to the criteria considered or using in
creating the 2011 Unchanged Districts.

b. All documents referring or relating to how each of the criteria
considered or used in creating the 2011 Unchanged Districts was
measured, including the specific data, information, formulas, scores, or
estimates used in assessing or promoting compactness, partisanship (of
precincts, voting districts, and/or proposed House and Senate districts),
the protection of incumbents, and avoiding the splitting of counties,
municipalities, and precincts.

c. All documents referring or relating to how each of the criteria
considered or used in creating the 2011 Unchanged Districts affected the
2011 Unchanged Districts, including any rule or principle guiding the
use of each criterion in developing the 2011 Unchanged Districts, or any
specific choices made in constructing a district based on each criterion.

d. All documents referring or relating to the prioritization or weighting of
each of the criteria considered or used in creating the 2011 Unchanged
Districts.

e. All communications with any affiliate of the Republican Party,
including, but not limited to, the Republican Party of North Carolina, the
Republican National Committee (RNC), the National Republican
Congressional Committee (NRC C), the Republican State Leadership
Committee (RSLC), the REDistricting Majority Project (REDMAP), or
the State Government Leadership Foundation (SGLF) that refer or relate
to the 2011 Unchanged Districts.

f. All communications with any mapmakers, consultants, advisors, experts,
statisticians, mathematicians, or political scientists referring or relating
to the 2011 Unchanged Districts.

g. All non-privileged communications with any committees, legislators, or
legislative staffers referring or relating to the 2011 Unchanged Districts.

3. All documents and communications since January 1,2015 not encompassed within
Requests 1 or 2 that refer or relate to the development of new state legislative districts for
the North Carolina House of Representatives and the North Carolina Senate.

RESPONSE:
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4. All non-privileged documents and communications since January 1, 2015 not
encompassed within Requests 1, 2, or 3 that refer or relate to the litigation surrounding,
or the legal status of, the 2011 Plans.

RESPONSE:
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Dated: November 13,2018

POYNER SPRUILL LLP

By:
Edwin M. Speas, Jr.

N.C. State Bar No. 4112
Caroline P. Mackie

N.C. State Bar No. 41512
P.O. Box 1801
Raleigh, NC 27602-1801
(919) 783-6400
espeas@poynerspruill.com

Counsel for Common Cause, the
North Carolina Democratic Party,
and the Individual PlaintiffS

Respectfully submitted,

ARNOLD & PORTER
KAYE SCHOLER LLP

By: "'.~ ~ /C)lM
R. Stanton Jones* \l\JI't1I\ .
David P. Gersch* rvr'V\\'~S" DV'\

Elisabeth S. Theodore*
Daniel F. Jacobson*
601 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, DC 20001-3743
(202) 942-5000
stanton.jones@arnoldporter.com

PERKINS COlE LLP

By: M~ £,.. ~ / CJfM, ~,~
Marc E. Elias* ft-VM\ ~S\oV\
Aria C. Branch*
700 13th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005-3960
(202) 654-6200
melias@perkinscoie.com

Abha Khanna *
1201 Third Avenue
Suite 4900
Seattle, WA 98101-3099
(206) 359-8000
akhanna@perkinscoie.com

Counsel for Common Cause and the
Individual PlaintiffS

* Pro hac vice motions forthcoming



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this day served a copy of the foregoing Plaintiffs' First Set of
Interrogatories to All Defendants and Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Production of Documents
to All Defendants by hand delivery, addressed to the following persons at the following addresses
which are the last addresses known to me:

Alexander Peters
NC Department of Justice
P.O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602
Counsel for the State of North Carolina

Josh Lawson
NC State Board of Elections and Ethics Enforcement
430 N. Salisbury St.
Suite 3128
Raleigh, NC 27603-5918
Counsel for the State Board of Elections and Ethics
Enforcement and its members

This the \'~\-~ay of November, 2018.

POYNER SPRUILL LLP

~X·~\A~
Caroline P. Mackie



EXHIBIT C



No. M-SENTDATE M-SENTTIME M-FROM M-TO M-CC M-SUBJECT M-FILENAME M-FILEEXT

1 7/5/2017 12:44 PM "Brittany Eller (Exec. Asst, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/NANCY 

GARRISS (SPEAKER MOORE'S OFFICE)D5B>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "mark 

coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

FW: Redistricting Committee FW: Redistricting Committee 

2 7/5/2017 12:44 PM "Brittany Eller (Exec. Asst, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/NANCY 

GARRISS (SPEAKER MOORE'S OFFICE)D5B>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "mark 

coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Redistricting Committee FW: FW: Redistricting Committee 

3 7/7/2017 7:02 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"danielle plourd (sen. chuck edwards)" 

<edwardsla@ncleg.net>

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response

4 "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records 

Response.docx

docx

5 7/7/2017 5:23 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/Recipients/Andrewt>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson (chief of 

staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "paul coble 

(legislative services officer)" 

<paul.coble@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Common Cause maps Re: Re: Common Cause maps

6 7/10/2017 3:34 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

senator phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com> FW: Senate Redistricting Committee FW: Senate Redistricting Committee 

7 7/11/2017 6:13 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Rules Committee Counsel duties (Also on 

evernote)

Rules Committee Counsel duties (Also on 

evernote)

8 "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

Rules Committee Counsel duties (Also on 

evernote)

Representative Statement Template.dotm dotm

9 3/2/2017 3:44 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

'@house/members '@house/legislative assistants; "greg gebhardt 

(rep. david lewis)" <greg.gebhardt@ncleg.net>; 

"grace rogers (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisla@ncleg.net>; house sgt. at arms 

<house.sgtofarms@ncleg.net>

Room Reservation Protocol Reminder Room Reservation Protocol Reminder

10 7/11/2017 7:33 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Redistricting Committee announcement RE: RE: Redistricting Committee announcement

11 7/11/2017 7:13 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Redistricting Committee announcement RE: RE: Redistricting Committee announcement

12 7/11/2017 4:40 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

senator phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com> RE: RE: Senate Redistricting Committee RE: RE: Senate Redistricting Committee 

13 7/11/2017 8:09 PM "Bradley Anderton (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISIN>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "mark 

coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; rep. david lewis 

<david.lewis@ncleg.net>; "leah burns (deputy 

chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<leah.burns@ncleg.net>; tim moore 

<timmoorenc@aol.com>

"brittany eller (exec. asst, speaker moore's 

office)" <brittany.eller@ncleg.net>

RE: Hearing on House Bill 200 RE: Hearing on House Bill 200 



14 7/14/2017 7:10 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; 

ralph@ralphhise.com; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

National AP Inquiry on Redistricting National AP Inquiry on Redistricting

15 7/16/2017 1:00 AM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

Re: Attorney Meeting Re: Attorney Meeting 

16 7/17/2017 4:45 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: possible interview with the pro tem RE: RE: possible interview with the pro tem 

17 7/17/2017 3:02 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 'phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; '; 

ralph@ralphhise.com; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: National AP Inquiry on Redistricting RE: RE: National AP Inquiry on Redistricting

18 7/17/2017 4:52 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; 

ralph@ralphhise.com; davidl@davidlewis.org; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. david 

lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "susan 

fanning (sen. ralph hise)" <hisela@ncleg.net>; 

"patricia berger (president pro tem's office)" 

<patricia.berger@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem 

19 7/17/2017 4:46 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: possible interview with the pro tem RE: RE: possible interview with the pro tem 

20 7/17/2017 4:39 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem 

21 7/17/2017 4:37 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem 

22 7/17/2017 2:59 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

'phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; '; 

ralph@ralphhise.com; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: National AP Inquiry on Redistricting RE: RE: National AP Inquiry on Redistricting

23 7/17/2017 1:50 AM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Attorney Meeting RE: RE: Attorney Meeting 

24 7/17/2017 4:52 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; 

ralph@ralphhise.com; davidl@davidlewis.org; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. david 

lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "susan 

fanning (sen. ralph hise)" <hisela@ncleg.net>; 

"patricia berger (president pro tem's office)" 

<patricia.berger@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem 

25 7/17/2017 4:53 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem FW: FW: possible interview with the pro tem 

26 7/19/2017 5:13 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

sen. trudy wade <trudy.wade@ncleg.net>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver (president 

pro tem's office)" <shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Lawsuit RE: RE: Lawsuit

27 7/20/2017 8:51 PM "Kelsey Lewis (Legislative Analysis/Library)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/USERD8AA9D

54>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: News Release: Berger Names Senate 

Redistricting Committee 

RE: RE: News Release: Berger Names Senate 

Redistricting Committee 

28 7/20/2017 8:35 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Senate Redistricting Committee RE: RE: Senate Redistricting Committee



29 7/20/2017 8:35 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Senate Redistricting Committee RE: RE: Senate Redistricting Committee

30 7/20/2017 8:27 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Senate Redistricting Committee FW: FW: Senate Redistricting Committee

31 7/20/2017 2:11 PM "Stephen Ogden (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/STEPHEN 

OGDEN (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)41D>

"stephen ogden (president pro tem's office)" 

<stephen.ogden@ncleg.net>

Senate Redistricting Meeting Senate Redistricting Meeting

32 7/20/2017 9:07 PM "Karen Cochrane-Brown (Legislative Analysis, 

Director)" <NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KARENC>

"erica shrader (president pro tem's office)" 

<erica.shrader@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Interim Guidance RE: RE: Interim Guidance

33 "Karen Cochrane-Brown (Legislative Analysis, 

Director)" <NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KARENC>

RE: RE: Interim Guidance Oversight_NameOnly_07202017_1.pdf pdf

34 7/20/2017 6:13 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; pete 

patterson <ppatterson@cooperkirk.com>; 

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "kolt ulm 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<kolt.ulm@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver (president 

pro tem's office)" <shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; 

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

david thompson 

<dthompson@cooperkirk.com>; "mary jennings 

(deputy general counsel/policy advisor)" 

<mary.jennings@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Letter from CMS RE: RE: Letter from CMS

35 7/20/2017 6:08 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

pete patterson <ppatterson@cooperkirk.com>; 

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "kolt ulm 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<kolt.ulm@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver (president 

pro tem's office)" <shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; 

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

david thompson 

<dthompson@cooperkirk.com>; "mary jennings 

(deputy general counsel/policy advisor)" 

<mary.jennings@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Letter from CMS RE: RE: Letter from CMS

36 7/23/2017 11:12 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; "erica 

shrader (president pro tem's office)" 

<erica.shrader@ncleg.net>; "amy auth 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; 

"will tomlinson (president pro tem's office)" 

<william.tomlinson@ncleg.net>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Status update Status update

37 7/24/2017 3:45 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. david 

lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

WRAL: Redistricting challengers ask court to 

speed up maps

WRAL: Redistricting challengers ask court to 

speed up maps

38 7/24/2017 6:26 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: State Bar Data for Redistricting 

Committee

FW: FW: State Bar Data for Redistricting 

Committee

39 Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

FW: FW: State Bar Data for Redistricting 

Committee

NCSB Membership by County and District.pdf pdf

40 7/24/2017 6:25 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: House Select Redistricting Meeting- 

August 26th

FW: FW: House Select Redistricting Meeting- 

August 26th



41 7/24/2017 6:56 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

j.pinsky@nclobbyreform.org RE: RE: Time to meet- Mark Coggins RE: RE: Time to meet- Mark Coggins

42 7/24/2017 11:02 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Time to meet- Mark Coggins Re: Re: Time to meet- Mark Coggins

43 7/24/2017 6:25 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: House Select Redistricting Meeting- 

August 26th

FW: FW: House Select Redistricting Meeting- 

August 26th

44 7/24/2017 11:04 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Time to meet- Mark Coggins Re: Re: Time to meet- Mark Coggins

45 7/24/2017 10:43 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Fwd: Time to meet- Mark Coggins Fwd: Fwd: Time to meet- Mark Coggins

46 7/24/2017 11:00 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Time to meet- Mark Coggins Re: Re: Time to meet- Mark Coggins

47 7/24/2017 3:45 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. david 

lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

WRAL: Redistricting challengers ask court to 

speed up maps

WRAL: Redistricting challengers ask court to 

speed up maps

48 7/24/2017 2:12 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Status update FW: FW: Status update

49 7/24/2017 7:42 PM "Will Tomlinson (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/WILLIAMT>

philberger2002@aol.com "jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

Chief Justice Chief Justice

50 7/24/2017 2:33 PM "Leah Burns (Deputy Chief of Staff, Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/LEAH BURNS 

(POLICY ADVISOR, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)8>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: WRAL interview request re Covington 

case 

FW: FW: WRAL interview request re Covington 

case 

51 7/24/2017 2:41 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: WRAL interview request re Covington 

case 

RE: RE: WRAL interview request re Covington 

case 

52 7/25/2017 10:37 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"bradley anderton (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisin@ncleg.net>; "jacob anthony (rep. 

david lewis)" <lewisin3@ncleg.net>; "grace 

rogers (rep. david lewis)" <lewisla@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

Re: Re: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

53 7/25/2017 8:30 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"bradley anderton (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisin@ncleg.net>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "jacob anthony (rep. 

david lewis)" <lewisin3@ncleg.net>; "grace 

rogers (rep. david lewis)" <lewisla@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

Re: Re: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

54 7/25/2017 5:16 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

House Select Committee on Redistricting House Select Committee on Redistricting 

55 7/25/2017 5:05 PM "Susan Fanning (Sen. Ralph Hise)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/HISELA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Senate Committee on Redestricting FW: FW: Senate Committee on Redestricting



56 7/25/2017 5:50 PM "Leigh Lawrence (Rep. William Richardson)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/RICHARDSON

WLA (REP. WILLIAM RICHARDSON)3A9>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: House Select Committee on 

Redistricting 

RE: RE: House Select Committee on 

Redistricting 

57 7/25/2017 8:14 PM "Erica Shrader (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ERIKAS>

senator ralph hise <ralph@ralphhise.com>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

clerk for redistricting clerk for redistricting 

58 7/25/2017 5:05 PM "Susan Fanning (Sen. Ralph Hise)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/HISELA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Senate Committee on Redestricting FW: FW: Senate Committee on Redestricting

59 7/26/2017 2:28 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

print shop <print.shop@ncleg.net> Please Print for Redistricting Committee Please Print for Redistricting Committee 

60 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

Please Print for Redistricting Committee Public Input Opportunities 2017.pdf pdf

61 7/26/2017 1:59 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

print shop <print.shop@ncleg.net> FW: FW: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

FW: FW: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

62 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

FW: FW: Member List for Redistricting 

Committee

Member List_Redistricting_2017.docx docx

63 7/26/2017 1:28 AM Rep. Pricey Harrison 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/PRICEYH>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

"sue osborne (rep. pricey harrison)" 

<harrisonla@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: House Select Committee on 

Redistricting 

Re: Re: House Select Committee on 

Redistricting 

64 7/26/2017 3:06 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Protesters Re: Re: Protesters

65 7/26/2017 2:55 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Protesters RE: RE: Protesters

66 7/26/2017 3:06 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver (president 

pro tem's office)" <shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Protesters RE: RE: Protesters

67 7/26/2017 4:38 PM "Julie Bradburn (Senate Rules Committee)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

BRADBURN (SEN. TOM APODACA)F97>

michael lee <michaelvlee@me.com>; "sara ulm 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<sara.ulm@ncleg.net>

"emily barnes (sen. michael lee)" 

<leela@ncga.state.nc.us>

RE: RE: S471 RE: RE: S471

68 7/27/2017 6:01 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Interview request FW: FW: Interview request

69 7/27/2017 3:20 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Redistricting FW: FW: Redistricting

70 7/27/2017 11:28 PM ralph@ralphhise.com "brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president pro 

tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: 

_Press_Release:_NCGA_Redistricting_Chairmen

_Release_S 

tatement_on_Todayâ€™s_Federal_Court_Heari

ng

RE: RE: 

_Press_Release:_NCGA_Redistricting_Chairmen

_Release_S 

tatement_on_Todayâ€™s_Federal_Court_Heari

ng

71 7/27/2017 10:11 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

ralph@ralphhise.com; "shelly carver (president 

pro tem's office)" <shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Press Release: NCGA Redistricting 

Chairmen Release Statement on Todayâ€™s 

Federal Court Hearing

Re: Re: Press Release: NCGA Redistricting 

Chairmen Release Statement on Todayâ€™s 

Federal Court Hearing



72 7/27/2017 10:12 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; ralph hise 

<ralph@ralphhise.com>

Re: Re: Press Release: NCGA Redistricting 

Chairmen Release Statement on Todayâ€™s 

Federal Court Hearing

Re: Re: Press Release: NCGA Redistricting 

Chairmen Release Statement on Todayâ€™s 

Federal Court Hearing

73 7/27/2017 9:47 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; ralph@ralphhise.com

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Press Release: NCGA Redistricting 

Chairmen Release Statement on Todayâ€™s 

Federal Court Hearing

FW: FW: Press Release: NCGA Redistricting 

Chairmen Release Statement on Todayâ€™s 

Federal Court Hearing

74 7/27/2017 6:57 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; 

ralph@ralphhise.com; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "andrew 

tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

WRAL: Judges question GOP majority over 

redistricting delay

WRAL: Judges question GOP majority over 

redistricting delay

75 7/27/2017 8:19 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"erica shrader (president pro tem's office)" 

<erica.shrader@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn 

(senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: WRAL: Judges question GOP majority 

over redistricting delay

FW: FW: WRAL: Judges question GOP majority 

over redistricting delay

76 7/28/2017 3:19 PM IPM.Note.

77 7/28/2017 7:32 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Query on comments function on 

website

FW: FW: Query on comments function on 

website

78 7/28/2017 12:03 AM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

ralph hise <ralph@ralphhise.com> "shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: 

_Press_Release:_NCGA_Redistricting_Chairmen

_Release_S 

tatement_on_Todayâ€™s_Federal_Court_Heari

ng

RE: RE: 

_Press_Release:_NCGA_Redistricting_Chairmen

_Release_S 

tatement_on_Todayâ€™s_Federal_Court_Heari

ng

79 7/28/2017 9:17 PM Sen. Ralph Hise 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/RALPHH>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: House Select Committee on 

Redistricting 

FW: FW: House Select Committee on 

Redistricting 

80 7/31/2017 3:02 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; ralph hise 

<ralph@ralphhise.com>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"deanne mangum (finance ca)" 

<deanne.mangum@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine 

(sen. phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; 

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Noticing this Friday's Senate 

Redistricting Meeting

RE: RE: Noticing this Friday's Senate 

Redistricting Meeting

81 7/31/2017 11:39 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president 

pro tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

82 7/31/2017 10:16 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president 

pro tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. 

ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie 

bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

order in Covington/ a-c communication order in Covington/ a-c communication

83 "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

order in Covington/ a-c communication pdf.pdf pdf

84 7/31/2017 10:01 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

sen. chuck edwards 

<chuck.edwards@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response No 

2

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response No 

2

85 "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response No 

2

July 2017 Chuck Edwards Aaron Adelson 

Asheville Redistrict Public Records Response No 

2.docx

docx

86 oleObject1.bin bin

87 WordDocument



88 7/31/2017 11:47 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy 

auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

89 7/31/2017 11:39 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president 

pro tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

90 7/31/2017 10:16 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president 

pro tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. 

ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie 

bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

order in Covington/ a-c communication order in Covington/ a-c communication

91 "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

order in Covington/ a-c communication pdf.pdf pdf

92 7/31/2017 3:45 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Hofeller contract FW: FW: Hofeller contract

93 7/31/2017 11:47 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy 

auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

94 7/31/2017 11:39 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president 

pro tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

95 7/31/2017 10:16 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "amy auth (president 

pro tem's office)" <amy.auth@ncleg.net>; 

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; sen. 

ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "julie 

bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

order in Covington/ a-c communication order in Covington/ a-c communication



96 "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

order in Covington/ a-c communication pdf.pdf pdf

97 8/1/2017 5:22 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; 

"bradley anderton (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisin@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Meeting Request FW: FW: Meeting Request

98 8/1/2017 2:50 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Redistricting interview FW: FW: Redistricting interview

99 8/1/2017 7:20 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: N&O/Insider request for Hofeller 

contract

FW: FW: N&O/Insider request for Hofeller 

contract

100 8/1/2017 5:22 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; 

"bradley anderton (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisin@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Meeting Request FW: FW: Meeting Request

101 8/1/2017 2:50 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Redistricting interview FW: FW: Redistricting interview

102 8/1/2017 7:20 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: N&O/Insider request for Hofeller 

contract

FW: FW: N&O/Insider request for Hofeller 

contract

103 8/1/2017 3:38 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"emma benson (rep. jonathan jordan)" 

<jordanla@ncleg.net>; rep. david lewis 

<david.lewis@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. 

david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

rep. jonathan jordan 

<jonathan.jordan@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Quote on Redistricting RE: RE: Quote on Redistricting 

104 8/1/2017 7:21 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"grace rogers (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisla@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: N&O/Insider request for Hofeller 

contract

RE: RE: N&O/Insider request for Hofeller 

contract

105 8/1/2017 3:51 PM "Emma Benson (Rep. Jonathan Jordan)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JORDANLA>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; rep. 

jonathan jordan <jonathan.jordan@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Quote on Redistricting Re: Re: Quote on Redistricting 

106 8/1/2017 2:40 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; 

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

FW: Follow up on redistricting FW: Follow up on redistricting 

107 8/1/2017 12:37 AM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp (president 

pro tem's office)" <andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; 

sen. ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; phil 

berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; "julie 

bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication



108 8/1/2017 12:37 AM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp (president 

pro tem's office)" <andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; 

sen. ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; phil 

berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; "julie 

bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

109 8/1/2017 2:40 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; 

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Follow up on redistricting FW: FW: Follow up on redistricting 

110 8/1/2017 12:35 AM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; "julie bradburn 

(senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

111 8/1/2017 12:37 AM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp (president 

pro tem's office)" <andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; 

sen. ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; phil 

berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; "julie 

bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

112 8/1/2017 12:35 AM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; sen. ralph hise 

<ralph.hise@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; "julie bradburn 

(senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication Re: order in Covington/ a-c communication

113 8/1/2017 6:10 PM "Joseph Kyzer (Rep. Tim Moore)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JOSEPH KYZER 

(DIR. OF COMMUNICATIONS, SPEAKER 

MOORE'>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "brittany 

eller (exec. asst, speaker moore's office)" 

<brittany.eller@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: New maps RE: RE: New maps

114 8/1/2017 6:08 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"brittany eller (exec. asst, speaker moore's 

office)" <brittany.eller@ncleg.net>

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: New maps RE: RE: New maps

115 8/1/2017 2:45 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Follow up on redistricting FW: FW: Follow up on redistricting 

116 8/2/2017 6:50 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

9-2 Release 9-2 Release



117 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

9-2 Release 8-2 release.dotx dotx

118 8/2/2017 2:45 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

IPM.Note.

119 8/2/2017 2:39 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

quote quote 

120 8/2/2017 1:56 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: HB 577 RE: RE: HB 577

121 8/2/2017 3:28 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; rep. david lewis 

<david.lewis@ncleg.net>

A/C privilege A/C privilege

122 8/2/2017 2:08 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net> Re: Re: HB 577 Re: Re: HB 577

123 8/2/2017 2:10 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: HB 577 RE: RE: HB 577

124 8/2/2017 1:42 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"grace rogers (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisla@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: HB 577 FW: FW: HB 577

125 8/2/2017 2:10 PM "Grace Rogers (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/LEWISLA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: HB 577 RE: RE: HB 577

126 8/2/2017 1:42 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net> RE: RE: HB 577 RE: RE: HB 577

127 8/2/2017 3:28 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; rep. david lewis 

<david.lewis@ncleg.net>

A/C privilege A/C privilege

128 8/2/2017 2:45 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

IPM.Note.

129 8/2/2017 2:39 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

quote quote 



130 8/4/2017 3:16 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"deanne mangum (finance ca)" 

<deanne.mangum@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: ppt RE: RE: ppt

131 Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

A?C privilege: Draft Incumbent Member 

Residency Certification

HouseMemVerification_dist_53.pdf pdf

132 8/7/2017 2:29 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"chandler spaulding (rep. maryann black)" 

<blackla@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Upcoming Redistricting Public Hearings RE: RE: Upcoming Redistricting Public Hearings

133 8/7/2017 4:48 PM Kearns Davis <KDAVIS@brookspierce.com> "jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

Re: Following Up on our Friday Discussion Re: Following Up on our Friday Discussion

134 8/7/2017 3:56 PM "Wester, John" 

<JWester@robinsonbradshaw.com>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

caryn mcneill <cmcneill@smithlaw.com>; jon 

heyl <jon.heyl@smithmoorelaw.com>; 

shelby@bentonfamilylaw.com; kearns davis 

<kdavis@brookspierce.com>

Following Up on our Friday Discussion Following Up on our Friday Discussion

135 8/8/2017 9:09 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Emailing - August 2017 Colin Campbell 

Public Records Response re Hofeller.pdf

FW: FW: Emailing - August 2017 Colin Campbell 

Public Records Response re Hofeller.pdf.

136 "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

FW: FW: Emailing - August 2017 Colin Campbell 

Public Records Response re Hofeller.pdf

August 2017 Colin Campbell Public Records 

Response re Hofeller.pdf

pdf

137 8/9/2017 9:08 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

IPM.Note.

138 8/9/2017 6:28 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: August 2017 Public Records Response 

to Colin Campbell

FW: FW: August 2017 Public Records Response 

to Colin Campbell

139 "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

FW: FW: August 2017 Public Records Response 

to Colin Campbell

August 2017 Public Records Response to Colin 

Campbell.docx

docx

140 oleObject1.bin bin

141 WordDocument

142 8/9/2017 6:28 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/Recipients/Andrewt>

"wesley taylor (financial services, controller)" 

<wesley.taylor@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Common Cause v Rucho Re: Re: Common Cause v Rucho 

143 8/9/2017 5:53 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/Recipients/Andrewt>

"wesley taylor (financial services, controller)" 

<wesley.taylor@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Common Cause v Rucho Re: Re: Common Cause v Rucho 

144 8/9/2017 5:32 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/Recipients/Andrewt>

"wesley taylor (financial services, controller)" 

<wesley.taylor@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Common Cause v Rucho Re: Re: Common Cause v Rucho 

145 8/9/2017 4:51 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"peter capriglione (isd, director)" 

<peter.capriglione@ncleg.net>

"mary jennings (deputy general counsel/policy 

advisor)" <mary.jennings@ncleg.net>; "lynn 

carter (isd)" <lynn.carter@ncleg.net>; "tom 

taylor (isd)" <tom.taylor@ncleg.net>; "jim 

blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson (chief of 

staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Table of Pending Document Holds August 9 

2017

Table of Pending Document Holds August 9 

2017



146 "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

Table of Pending Document Holds August 9 

2017

Table of Pending Document Holds August 9 

2017.docx

docx

147 8/10/2017 7:53 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Joint statement for today-thoughts? Re: Re: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

148 8/10/2017 6:12 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. david 

lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Joint statement for today-thoughts? Joint statement for today-thoughts?

149 8/10/2017 6:23 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. 

david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "jim 

blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

150 8/10/2017 6:19 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. david 

lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

151 8/10/2017 6:25 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "amy auth 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

152 8/10/2017 6:21 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "amy auth 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

153 8/10/2017 6:21 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "amy auth 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?



154 8/10/2017 7:53 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Joint statement for today-thoughts? Re: Re: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

155 8/10/2017 6:25 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "amy auth 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

156 8/10/2017 6:23 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. 

david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "jim 

blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

157 8/10/2017 6:21 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "amy auth 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

158 8/10/2017 6:12 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. phil 

berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. david 

lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Joint statement for today-thoughts? Joint statement for today-thoughts?

159 8/10/2017 6:19 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. david 

lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

160 8/10/2017 7:53 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

Re: Joint statement for today-thoughts? Re: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

161 8/10/2017 6:23 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"amy auth (president pro tem's office)" 

<amy.auth@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. 

david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "jim 

blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox (sen. 

tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal 

inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?



162 8/10/2017 6:19 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "jim blaine (sen. 

phil berger)" <jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. david 

lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>

RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts? RE: Joint statement for today-thoughts?

163 8/11/2017 7:49 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"wesley taylor (financial services, controller)" 

<wesley.taylor@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Litigation Inv Description Review RE: RE: Litigation Inv Description Review

164 8/15/2017 9:02 PM "Amy Auth (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/AMYA>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; phil berger 

<philberger2002@aol.com>; "shelly carver 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

RE: Policy Watch article on merit selection is up RE: Policy Watch article on merit selection is up

165 8/18/2017 9:20 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

rep. ted davis <ted.davis@ncleg.net> rep. tim moore <tim.moore@ncleg.net>; 

@house/republican/members; "judy lowe (rep. 

ted davis)" <davistla@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Schedule Re: Re: Schedule

166 8/21/2017 1:49 PM "Deborah Holder (Rep. Pat Hurley)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/HURLEYLA>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Schedule RE: Schedule

167 8/22/2017 9:14 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: RE: Maps FW: FW: RE: Maps

168 8/22/2017 9:02 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; 

melissa@ncpolicywatch.com

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Public records request RE: RE: Public records request

169 8/22/2017 9:31 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net> "neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "bradley anderton 

(rep. david lewis)" <lewisin@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

Timeline as sent in emails to public Timeline as sent in emails to public

170 8/22/2017 8:27 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Fwd: Public records request Fwd: Fwd: Public records request

171 8/22/2017 2:05 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

"dalesio, emery" <edalesio@ap.org> Re: Re: speakers for redistricting public hearing 

today

Re: Re: speakers for redistricting public hearing 

today

172 8/22/2017 8:27 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Fwd: Public records request Fwd: Fwd: Public records request

173 8/22/2017 12:50 AM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"linda laton  (rep. charles graham)" 

<grahamcla@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Compactness Scores for Proposed 2017 

House Plan 

Re: Re: Compactness Scores for Proposed 2017 

House Plan 



174 8/22/2017 9:14 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: RE: Maps FW: FW: RE: Maps

175 8/22/2017 9:31 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/Mark Coggins 

(Rep. David Lewis)ac3>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net> "neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "bradley anderton 

(rep. david lewis)" <lewisin@ncleg.net>; "brent 

woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

Timeline as sent in emails to public Timeline as sent in emails to public

176 8/22/2017 2:31 PM Sen. Ralph Hise 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/RALPHH>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Redistricting Hearing Beaufort 

Community College

FW: FW: Redistricting Hearing Beaufort 

Community College

177 8/22/2017 9:30 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

sen. ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net> "bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Public records request Fwd: Public records request

178 8/22/2017 11:54 PM Nclobbyreform <j.pinsky@nclobbyreform.org> "bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; rep. tim 

moore <tim.moore@ncleg.net>

Testimony from today Testimony from today

179 Nclobbyreform <j.pinsky@nclobbyreform.org> Testimony from today 22 August testimony.docx docx

180 8/22/2017 9:30 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

sen. ralph hise <ralph.hise@ncleg.net> "bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Public records request Fwd: Public records request

181 8/23/2017 8:11 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"susan west horne (rep. john bell)" 

<belljla@ncleg.net>; "leah burns (deputy chief 

of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<leah.burns@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: <NCGA> House Select Committee on 

Redistricting Committee Meeting Notice for 

Friday, August 25, 2017 at 9:30 AM - 

CORRECTED #1

RE: RE: <NCGA> House Select Committee on 

Redistricting Committee Meeting Notice for 

Friday, August 25, 2017 at 9:30 AM - 

CORRECTED #1

182 8/24/2017 10:30 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

IPM.Note.

183 "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

2017 Senate Redistricting Plan 

presentation_8.24.17.docx

docx

184 8/24/2017 10:44 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Fwd: Powerpoint Fwd: Fwd: Powerpoint

185 "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

Fwd: Fwd: Powerpoint Joint Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.24.17.pptx

pptx

186 "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

a-c communication/work product 2017 Senate Redistricting Plan 

presentation_8.24.17.docx

docx

187 8/25/2017 8:26 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"adam austin (isd)" <adam.austin@ncleg.net>; 

rep. darren jackson 

<darren.jackson@ncleg.net>; rep. david lewis 

<david.lewis@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: House Redistricting Audio 8-25-17 RE: RE: House Redistricting Audio 8-25-17

188 8/25/2017 1:17 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx.

189 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

pptx

190 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

A/C prvilege: Redistricting Committee Meeting 

slide show_8.25.17.pptx

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

pptx

191 8/25/2017 1:17 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net>; 

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx.



192 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/Exchange Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/b89cb95e35b7

49db94e380fd64d8c1a2-Neal Inman (Rep. Da>

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

Redistricting Committee Meeting slide 

show_8.25.17.pptx

pptx

193 8/25/2017 2:38 AM Mark Coggins <mark@davidlewis.org> rep. david lewis <david.lewis@ncleg.net> neal inman <neal@davidlewis.org>; bradley 

anderton <bradley@davidlewis.org>

Re: Re: Susan Ladd: Redistricting 'hearings' 

were a model of suppression | Blog: Around 

Town | greensboro.com

Re: Re: Susan Ladd: Redistricting 'hearings' 

were a model of suppression | Blog: Around 

Town | greensboro.com.

194 "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

A-C Communication/Privilege Historical Comparison NC Redistricting Data.pdf pdf

195 8/28/2017 1:51 PM Rep. David Lewis 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/DAVIDL>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins (rep. 

david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; 

"bradley anderton (rep. david lewis)" 

<lewisin@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: 2017 Court ordered redistricting FW: FW: 2017 Court ordered redistricting

196 8/28/2017 8:53 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"shelly carver (president pro tem's office)" 

<shelly.carver@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

Document 3.2 Document 3.2.

197 "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

Document 3.2 Document 3.2.docx docx

198 8/28/2017 7:43 PM "Garland Shepheard (House Sgt. At Arms)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/GARLANDS>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Staffing for Tomorrows Session Staffing for Tomorrows Session

199 8/28/2017 1:41 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "leah burns 

(deputy chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<leah.burns@ncleg.net>; "mary jennings 

(deputy general counsel/policy advisor)" 

<mary.jennings@ncleg.net>

"julie lisella (dir. boards and comm., speaker 

moore's office)" <julie.lisella@ncleg.net>; 

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

200 "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

SelectonJudicialRedistricting.docx docx

201 8/28/2017 1:41 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "leah burns 

(deputy chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<leah.burns@ncleg.net>; "mary jennings 

(deputy general counsel/policy advisor)" 

<mary.jennings@ncleg.net>

"julie lisella (dir. boards and comm., speaker 

moore's office)" <julie.lisella@ncleg.net>; 

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

FW: FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

202 "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

FW: FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

SelectonJudicialRedistricting.docx docx

203 8/28/2017 1:56 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"brittany eller (exec. asst, speaker moore's 

office)" <brittany.eller@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

FW: FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting



204 "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

FW: FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

SelectonJudicialRedistricting.docx docx

205 8/28/2017 3:01 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"brad krehely (legislative analysis)" 

<brad.krehely@ncleg.net>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

206 "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

SelectonJudicialRedistricting.docx docx

207 8/28/2017 1:41 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "leah burns 

(deputy chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<leah.burns@ncleg.net>; "mary jennings 

(deputy general counsel/policy advisor)" 

<mary.jennings@ncleg.net>

"julie lisella (dir. boards and comm., speaker 

moore's office)" <julie.lisella@ncleg.net>; 

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

208 "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

SelectonJudicialRedistricting.docx docx

209 8/28/2017 1:56 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"brittany eller (exec. asst, speaker moore's 

office)" <brittany.eller@ncleg.net>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

210 "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

FW: House Select Committee on Judicial 

Redistricting

SelectonJudicialRedistricting.docx docx

211 8/29/2017 8:28 PM "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

attorney-client/work product privilege attorney-client/work product privilege

212 "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

attorney-client/work product privilege 2017 Senate Redistricting Plan floor 

remarks_8.25.17.docx

docx

213 "Brent Woodcox (Sen. Tommy Tucker)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/BRENTW>

attorney-client/work product privilege Comparison of Reports with Prior Enacted 

Plans.pdf

pdf

214 8/29/2017 9:07 PM "Shelly Carver (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/SHELLY 

CARVER (PRESIDENT PRO TEM'S OFFICE)B91>

"jim blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "brent woodcox 

(sen. tommy tucker)" <brentw@ncleg.net>

Judges: NC lawsuit over partisan gerrymander 

will proceed

Judges: NC lawsuit over partisan gerrymander 

will proceed

215 "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

For Posting_Prepared Redistricting Floor 

Speech_Berger_8.28.17

For Posting_Prepared Redistricting Floor 

Speech_Berger_8.28.17.docx

docx



216 8/29/2017 4:10 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"dan frey (isd)" <dan.frey@ncleg.net>; "peter 

capriglione (isd, director)" 

<peter.capriglione@ncleg.net>; "dennis 

mccarty (lso)" <dennis.mccarty@ncleg.net>; 

"raleigh myers (isd)" <raleigh.myers@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

RE: Question RE: Question

217 8/29/2017 2:48 PM "Jim Blaine (Sen. Phil Berger)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/JIMB>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "mark 

coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn 

(senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

RE: -latest draft- RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: -latest draft- RE: Adjournment Resolution

218 8/29/2017 12:17 AM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; "jim 

blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Privileged Privileged

219 8/29/2017 12:17 AM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

phil berger <philberger2002@aol.com>; "jim 

blaine (sen. phil berger)" 

<jim.blaine@ncleg.net>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn (senate 

rules committee)" <julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

Privileged Privileged

220 8/29/2017 9:25 PM "Julie Bradburn (Senate Rules Committee)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

BRADBURN (SEN. TOM APODACA)F97>

"kory goldsmith (bill drafting, director)" 

<kory.goldsmith@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

221 8/29/2017 12:46 PM "James White (House Principal Clerk)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JAMES WHITE 

(HPC'S OFFICE)762>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>

Re: Judicial Committee Re: Judicial Committee

222 8/29/2017 12:35 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>; 

"james white (house principal clerk)" 

<james.white@ncleg.net>

Judicial Committee Judicial Committee

223 8/29/2017 12:46 PM "Leah Burns (Deputy Chief of Staff, Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/Exchange 

Administrative Group 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/Recipients/Leah Burns 

(Policy Advisor, Speaker Moore's Office)8>

"julie lisella (dir. boards and comm., speaker 

moore's office)" <julie.lisella@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Fwd: Judicial Committee Fwd: Fwd: Judicial Committee

224 8/29/2017 1:25 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Judicial Committee RE: RE: Judicial Committee

225 8/29/2017 12:46 PM "James White (House Principal Clerk)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JAMES WHITE 

(HPC'S OFFICE)762>

"bart goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>

Re: Re: Judicial Committee Re: Re: Judicial Committee

226 8/29/2017 12:35 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>; 

"james white (house principal clerk)" 

<james.white@ncleg.net>

Judicial Committee Judicial Committee



227 8/29/2017 1:25 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: Judicial Committee FW: FW: Judicial Committee

228 8/29/2017 1:25 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"joseph kyzer (rep. tim moore)" 

<joseph.kyzer@ncleg.net>

FW: Judicial Committee FW: Judicial Committee

229 8/29/2017 1:25 PM "Julie Lisella (Dir. Boards and Comm., Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

GARRISON (DIRECTOR OF CONSTITUENT 

SVS)659>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>

RE: Judicial Committee RE: Judicial Committee

230 8/29/2017 12:46 PM "Leah Burns (Deputy Chief of Staff, Speaker 

Moore's Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/LEAH BURNS 

(POLICY ADVISOR, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)8>

"julie lisella (dir. boards and comm., speaker 

moore's office)" <julie.lisella@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Judicial Committee Fwd: Judicial Committee

231 8/30/2017 3:33 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "dan ettefagh (bill 

drafting)" <dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart 

goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

232 8/30/2017 3:32 PM "Julie Bradburn (Senate Rules Committee)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

BRADBURN (SEN. TOM APODACA)F97>

"kory goldsmith (bill drafting, director)" 

<kory.goldsmith@ncleg.net>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>; "dan ettefagh (bill 

drafting)" <dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart 

goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Re: Adjournment Resolution Re: Adjournment Resolution

233 8/30/2017 3:30 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "dan ettefagh (bill 

drafting)" <dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart 

goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

234 8/30/2017 3:09 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"kory goldsmith (bill drafting, director)" 

<kory.goldsmith@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "dan ettefagh (bill 

drafting)" <dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart 

goodson (chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

235 8/30/2017 2:50 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; 

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution



236 8/30/2017 2:40 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; 

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

237 8/30/2017 2:39 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"kory goldsmith (bill drafting, director)" 

<kory.goldsmith@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; 

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Re: Adjournment Resolution Re: Adjournment Resolution

238 8/30/2017 2:04 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

239 8/30/2017 1:42 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

240 8/30/2017 1:41 PM "Julie Bradburn (Senate Rules Committee)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JULIE 

BRADBURN (SEN. TOM APODACA)F97>

"kory goldsmith (bill drafting, director)" 

<kory.goldsmith@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

241 8/30/2017 12:43 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

242 8/30/2017 5:45 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "julie bradburn 

(senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

243 8/30/2017 2:51 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"andrew tripp (president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; 

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

244 "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

RE: Adjournment Resolution 2017-MM-113 v9.pdf pdf

245 8/30/2017 2:07 PM "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

"julie bradburn (senate rules committee)" 

<julie.bradburn@ncleg.net>; "mark coggins 

(rep. david lewis)" <mark.coggins@ncleg.net>

"dan ettefagh (bill drafting)" 

<dan.ettefagh@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>; "andrew tripp 

(president pro tem's office)" 

<andrew.tripp@ncleg.net>

RE: Adjournment Resolution RE: Adjournment Resolution

246 "Kory Goldsmith (Bill Drafting, Director)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/KORYG>

RE: Adjournment Resolution 2017-MM-113 v8.pdf pdf



247 8/30/2017 3:20 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "brittany eller 

(exec. asst, speaker moore's office)" 

<brittany.eller@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Street level redistricting maps RE: RE: Street level redistricting maps

248 8/30/2017 3:23 PM "Brittany Eller (Exec. Asst, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/NANCY 

GARRISS (SPEAKER MOORE'S OFFICE)D5B>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

RE: RE: Street level redistricting maps RE: RE: Street level redistricting maps

249 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

RE: RE: attorney-client communication 2017 Redistricting Process_8 31 

17_MCedits_NIedits.docx

docx

250 8/31/2017 7:28 PM "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

"andrew bailey (rep. brenden jones)" 

<jonesla@ncleg.net>

Response revisions Response revisions

251 "Neal Inman (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/B89CB95E35B

749DB94E380FD64D8C1A2-NEAL INMAN (REP. 

DA>

Response revisions Response revisions.docx docx

252 8/31/2017 7:40 PM "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

"neal inman (rep. david lewis)" 

<neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Internal document-privileged and confidential Internal document-privileged and confidential

253 "Mark Coggins (Rep. David Lewis)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/MARK 

COGGINS (REP. DAVID LEWIS)AC3>

Internal document-privileged and confidential 2017 Redistricting Process_8 31 

17_MCedits.docx

docx

254 8/31/2017 6:34 PM David Lewis <davidl@davidlewis.org> "mark coggins (rep. david lewis)" 

<mark.coggins@ncleg.net>; "neal inman (rep. 

david lewis)" <neal.inman@ncleg.net>

Fwd: Fwd: Response Fwd: Fwd: Response

255 David Lewis <davidl@davidlewis.org> Fwd: Fwd: Response Response.docx docx

256 8/31/2017 7:59 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: GSO Voters' Alliance Meeting FW: FW: GSO Voters' Alliance Meeting

257 8/31/2017 5:19 PM "Joseph Kyzer (Rep. Tim Moore)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JOSEPH KYZER 

(DIR. OF COMMUNICATIONS, SPEAKER 

MOORE'>

tim moore <timmoorenc@aol.com>; "leah 

burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Shelby Star Request for Speaker Moore 

Interview

Shelby Star Request for Speaker Moore 

Interview

258 8/31/2017 5:19 PM "Joseph Kyzer (Rep. Tim Moore)" 

<NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/JOSEPH KYZER 

(DIR. OF COMMUNICATIONS, SPEAKER 

MOORE'>

tim moore <timmoorenc@aol.com>; "leah 

burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker moore's 

office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>; "bart goodson 

(chief of staff, speaker moore's office)" 

<bart.goodson@ncleg.net>

Shelby Star Request for Speaker Moore 

Interview

Shelby Star Request for Speaker Moore 

Interview

259 9/1/2017 2:16 PM "Andrew Tripp (President Pro Tem's Office)" 

<NCGA/MS/RECIPIENTS/ANDREWT>

"brent woodcox (sen. tommy tucker)" 

<brentw@ncleg.net>

FW: FW: GSO Voters' Alliance Meeting FW: FW: GSO Voters' Alliance Meeting



260 9/1/2017 1:46 PM "Bart Goodson (Chief of Staff, Speaker Moore's 

Office)" <NCGA/EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/RECIPIENTS/BART 

GOODSON (GEN. COUNSEL, SPEAKER MOORE'S 

OFFICE)B>

"julie lisella (dir. boards and comm., speaker 

moore's office)" <julie.lisella@ncleg.net>

"leah burns (deputy chief of staff, speaker 

moore's office)" <leah.burns@ncleg.net>

RE: Interim Committee Schedule RE: Interim Committee Schedule
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF WAKE 

 

IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE 
SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION 

Case No. 18 CVS 014001 

  

COMMON CAUSE; et al. 

 

  Plaintiffs, 

 

 v. 

 

DAVID R. LEWIS, et al. 

 

  Defendants. 

 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

 

 

LEGISLATIVE DEFENDANTS’ SECOND SUPPLEMENTAL OBJECTIONS AND 

RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS’ FIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES  

 

Defendants Representative David R. Lewis, Senator Ralph E. Hise, Jr., Speaker of the 

North Carolina House Timothy K. Moore, and President Pro Tempore of the North Carolina 

Senate, Philip E. Berger (“Defendants” or “legislative defendants”), by and through 

undersigned counsel, serve their supplemental objections and responses to Plaintiffs' First Set 

of Interrogatories as follows: 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS 

Defendants make the following second set of supplemental answers, responses, and 

objections to Plaintiffs' First Set of Interrogatories ("Interrogatories"). Each of the following 

responses is made subject to any and all objections as to competence, relevance, or other 

grounds that would require exclusion of such statement if made by a witness present and 

testifying in court. Any and all such objections and grounds are expressly reserved and may be 

interposed at the time of the trial. 
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The responses are based on Defendants' present knowledge, information, and belief, as 

derived from: (a) the knowledge and information of present employees or agents of Defendants 

gained in their capacity as such, and (b) a review of the documents and materials maintained 

by Defendants that would be likely to contain the information called for by the Interrogatories. 

These responses are subject to amendment and supplementation as Defendants acquire 

additional information and complete their review and analysis and made without prejudice to 

Defendants' right to use subsequently discovered or developed information. Defendants state 

that their responses to the Interrogatories were prepared in consultation with their attorneys 

and may not exactly match the words or phrases that may be used by individuals in the course 

of this litigation to describe events, policies, and practices discussed herein.  

No incidental or implied admissions are intended by these responses. The fact that 

Defendants respond or object to any Interrogatory should not be taken as an admission that 

Defendants accept or admit the existence of any facts assumed by such Interrogatory or that 

such Response or objection constitutes admissible evidence as to any such assumed facts. The 

fact that Defendants respond to part of or all of any Interrogatory is not intended to be, and 

shall not be, construed as a waiver by Defendants of any part of any objection to any 

Interrogatory.  Defendants will respond to Plaintiffs’ Document requests in accordance with 

Rules 26 and 33 of the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure and will not provide responses 

or documents to the extent such responses or production would exceed the requirements of 

those Rules.  
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Since the North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure prohibit discovery of privileged 

matters, Defendants have attempted to interpret each Document Request to call for 

discoverable matter only. To the extent any response or produced document contains or refers 

to matters otherwise protected from discovery by the work product doctrine, the attorney-client 

privilege, or the legislative privilege, no waiver is intended; nor is any waiver intended as to 

any other matters that are or may be subject to such protection or otherwise privileged.  

These responses are provided solely for the purpose of and in relation to this action. 

 

 

INTERROGATORIES 

1. Identify each person who, to your knowledge, had any involvement in drawing or  

revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, or in the development of criteria used in drawing  

or revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE: Defendants object to this interrogatory to the extent it calls for the 

production of information protected by the attorney-client privilege, information protected 

by legislative privilege, and information that constitutes work product.  Defendants also 

object to this interrogatory in that “involvement” is vague. 

Without waiving these objections, the 2017 plans were drawn by Dr. Thomas 

Hofeller, under the direction of Representative David Lewis and Senator Ralph Hise.  

Representative Lewis and Senator Hise were responsible for developing and proposing the 

criteria adopted by the Redistricting Committees that were used by Dr. Hofeller to draw 

the 2017 plans.  Representative Nelson Dollar had input revising the 2017 House Plan, and 

Senators Bishop, Meredith, Wade, and Alexander were consulted on some revisions to the 

2017 Senate Plan.  In addition, all members of the General Assembly had opportunities to 
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revise the plans through amendments during the legislative process and members of the 

public had access to publicly available computer terminals to draft plans.  Moreover, the 

General Assembly authorized the minority caucus to retain consultants to assist with 

mapdrawing and Defendants believe that one or more consultants was so retained, 

including Kareem Crayton. 

In addition, see Defendants’ responses to Plaintiffs’ Third Set of Interrogatories.  

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  In addition, the State Senate and State House 

redistricting committee members were involved in the redistricting, including 

specifically the Republican members of each committee.  The Republican members 

of the State Senate committee were: Sen. Ralph Hise, Chairman, Sen. Dan Bishop, 

Sen. Harry Brown, Sen. Warren Daniel, Sen. Kathy Harrington, Sen. Brent 

Jackson, Sen. Michael V. Lee, Sen. Paul Newton, Sen. Bill Rabon, and Sen. Trudy 

Wade. 

The Republican members of the State House committee were: Rep. David Lewis, 

Senior Chairman, Rep. Nelson Dollar, Chairman, Rep. John Bell, Vice Chairman, 

Rep. Sarah Stevens, Vice Chairman, Rep. John Szoka, Vice Chairman, Rep. Jon 

Torbett, Vice Chairman, Rep. Bill Brawley, Rep. Justin Burr, Rep. Ted Davis, Rep. 

Jimmy Dixon, Rep. Josh Dobson, Rep. Andy Dulin, Rep. Holly Grange, Rep. Destin 

Hall, Rep. Jon Hardister, Rep. Kelly Hastings, Rep. Julia Howard, Rep. Pat Hurley, 

Rep. Linda Johnson, Rep. Bert Jones, Rep. Jonathan Jordan, Rep. Chris Malone, 

Rep. David Rogers, Rep. Jason Saine, and Rep. Michael Speciale. 
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The Republican members of the State House and State Senate redistricting 

committees have knowledge of the redistricting process, criteria, and districts drawn and 

enacted in 2017. 

Non-lawyer legislative staff involved in the redistricting to the best of legislative 

defendants’ knowledge would have been Jim Blaine and Mark Coggins, each of whom 

would have assisted with information and drafting requests by legislators, including the 

legislative defendants, as well as planning and logistics of the legislative process that led 

to the enactment of the plans. 

Legal legislative staff for the legislative defendants involved in the redistricting to 

the best of legislative defendants’ knowledge would have been Andrew Tripp, Julie 

Bradburn, Brent Woodcox, Bart Goodson, and Neal Inman, each of whom would have 

assisted in providing legal advice regarding the 2017 plans and the legislative process that 

led to the enactment of the plans.   
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2. For each person identified in response to Interrogatory 1, describe that person's 

involvement in the drawing or revising of district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, or in the 

development of criteria used in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  See response to Interrogatory No. 1 and to Plaintiffs’ Third Set of 

Interrogatories. 
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3. For each person identified in response to Interrogatories 1 and 2, provide the 

name of any entity with which each such person was affiliated at the time of that person's 

involvement in the drawing or revising of district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, and/or in 

the development of criteria used in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2017 

Plans. 

RESPONSE:  Defendants object to Interrogatory 3 on the grounds that “entity with 

which each such person was affiliated” is both unduly vague and overbroad since the 

persons in question may have been affiliated with various entities that had nothing to do 

with redistricting.  

In addition, see Defendants’ responses to Plaintiffs’ Third Set of Interrogatories.  

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Each person identified by legislative 

defendants is a legislator or otherwise employed by and affiliated with the North Carolina 

General Assembly. 
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4. For each person identified in response to Interrogatories 1 and 2, provide the name 

of the entity or entities that paid that person's fees or expenses for his or her work in drawing or 

revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, and/or in the development of criteria used in 

drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  Representatives Lewis and Dollar and Senator Hise were not paid 

any fees for their involvement with the 2017 plans.  Dr. Hofeller’s fees were paid by the 

North Carolina General Assembly as he worked as a consultant to Representative Lewis 

and Senator Hise.  Defendants also believe that the fees of the consultant retained by the 

minority caucus, Kareem Crayton, were paid by the General Assembly. 

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  None of the individuals identified by 

legislative defendants were paid except by the General Assembly.  
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5. Identify each person or entity with whom you communicated before August 10, 

2017 regarding the drawing or revising of, or the criteria to be used in drawing or revising, 

district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, or caused to be communicated with regarding the 

drawing or revising of, or the criteria to be used in drawing or revising district boundaries  for 

the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  Representative Lewis and Senator Hise consulted with legal counsel 

(specifically counsel of record in the Covington matter) during the 2017 redistricting 

process.  Both of them also likely consulted with members of the General Assembly and 

the public.   

In addition, Defendants state that the answer to this interrogatory may be 

ascertained from a review of the documents produced in this matter, including any 

supplementations that may be produced.   

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legal counsel of record from the Covington 

matter with whom legislative defendants consulted during the 2017 redistricting process 

were Tom Farr and Phil Strach.  To the best of their knowledge, information, and belief, 

legislative defendants did not communicate with any “entity” prior to August 10, 2017 

regarding the drawing, revising, or criteria for the 2017 plans.   To the best of their 

knowledge, information, and belief, the persons with whom legislative defendants 

communicated regarding the 2017 plans were disclosed in the response to Interrogatory 

No. 1.  
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6. Identify each person or entity who, to your knowledge, maintained, received, or 

viewed a draft or copy of all or part of the 2017 Plans before August 10, 2017.  

RESPONSE:  To the best recollection of Defendants, no drafts of the 2017 plans 

existed prior to August 10, 2017.   At LDNC000286, Senator Erica Smith-Ingram clarifies 

that no new maps had been drawn prior to August 10, 2017.   
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7. Identify each person or entity with whom you communicated, between August 10, 

2017 and August 21, 2017, regarding the drawing or revising of, or the criteria to be used in 

drawing or revising, district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, or caused to be communicated with 

regarding the drawing or revising of, or the criteria to be used in drawing or revising, district 

boundaries for the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  See objections and response to Interrogatory No. 5. 

In addition, legislative defendants state that the answer to this interrogatory may 

be ascertained from a review of the documents produced in this matter, including 

any supplementations that may be produced.   

In addition to the individuals identified herein in response to Interrogatory 1, the 

legislative defendants discussed this matter by email correspondence with numerous 

constituents, which email correspondence has been provided to Plaintiffs.  All other 

email or other communications have been provided to Plaintiffs in response to the 

Requests for Production of Documents.  Legislative defendants are aware of no 

other communications responsive to Interrogatory No. 7.    
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8. Identify each person or entity who, to your knowledge, maintained, received, or 

viewed a draft or copy of all or part of the 2017 Plans between August 10, 2017 and August 21, 

2017. 

RESPONSE:  To the best recollection of the defendants, it is likely that 

Representative Lewis, Representative Dollar, Senator Hise, Jim Blaine, and Mark 

Coggins viewed all or part of the 2017 plans between August 10, 2017 and August 

21, 2017.  In addition, the draft 2017 plans were released publicly on August 19, 

2017 and accordingly available to every member of the public. 

Also, Defendants state that the answer to this interrogatory may be 

ascertained from a review of the documents produced in this matter, including any 

supplementations that may be produced.  

Counsel of record for legislative defendants in Covington also likely viewed 

draft maps for purposes of providing legal advice.   
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9. Identify and describe all computers, software, programs, applications, and 

statistical packages used in developing the 2017 Plans. For each, identify and describe the owner 

of the computer, software, program, application, or statistic package and who paid for it. 

RESPONSE:  To the knowledge of the defendants, the 2017 plans were drawn on a 

computer owned by the General Assembly.  Dr. Hofeller used the Maptitude software 

program to draw the plans.  A license for this program was also purchased by the General 

Assembly.  All information on any computer used to draw the 2017 plans by Dr. Hofeller 

that is in the possession, custody, or control of the General Assembly has been provided 

to Plaintiffs.   
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10. Identify and describe all criteria that were considered or used in drawing or  

revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  The criteria used to draw the 2017 plans is the criteria adopted by 

the Redistricting Committees, is a matter of public record, and has already been provided 

to Plaintiffs’ counsel and can be found at LDNC000302. 
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11. Identify and describe how all criteria considered or used in drawing or revising 

district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, including but not limited to the 2017 Plans Criteria, were 

prioritized or weighted in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  All constitutionally required criteria had priority over all other criteria 

including equal population between districts, the Stephenson county grouping formula, and 

the requirement of contiguity.  Other factors were considered only when the consideration of 

such criteria did not conflict with constitutional criteria and could be harmonized with the 

other criteria.  Use of election data was not the predominant criterion used to draft the 2017 

plans. 
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12. Identify and describe how elections data and measures of partisanship were 

weighted or prioritized in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2017 Plans, including 

any formulas or algorithms used to develop partisanship scores or estimates for precincts or 

voting districts in North Carolina. 

RESPONSE:  Defendants object to this interrogatory on the grounds that “formulas 

or algorithms” are vague.  Defendants are not aware of any “formulas or algorithms” used to 

draw the plans.  After the plans were developed, reports were prepared showing election 

results in each district for certain statewide elections.   These reports are part of the public 

record and have already been produced to Plaintiffs’ counsel. 

In addition, Dr. Hofeller may have used election results in addition to the other 

criteria in drawing the Plans.  To the best of Defendants’ memory, the Maptitude software 

used by Dr. Hofeller contained the ability to calculate the average percentage vote of ten 

statewide elections for districts. 

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of any “formulas or algorithms” other than what has been 

previously disclosed in their responses to this Interrogatory.  The record at LDNC000138 

indicates that Maptitude had the ability to apply 9 different tests to determine 

compactness.  Those tests included:  the Reock test, the Schwartzberg test, the Perimeter 

test, the Polsby-Popper test, the Length-Width test, the Population Polygon test, the 

Minimum Convex Polygon test, the Population Circle test and the Ehrenburg test.  

Maptitude may have included other tests, formulas, or algorithms, but legislative 

defendants do not recall.  In addition, legislative defendants affirm and adopt the 

following testimony by witnesses in the Dickson and Covington cases:   
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DEPOSITION OF SENATOR ROBERT RUCHO (DICKSON V. RUCHO 

5/4/12): 

26:7-31:2   

33:4-11   

37:7-14   

41:7-42:13   

43:15-46:4   

48:19-54:18   

54:19-55:16   

55:22-68:16   

68:21-71:14   

71:15-72:14   

92:25-109:10   

116:21-117:20   

121:7-126:3   

137:13-143:25   

145:18-148:8   

158:13-159:12   

170:8-174:8   

190:13-194:3   

DEPOSITION OF REPRESENTATIVE DAVID LEWIS (DICKSON V. RUCHO 

5/3/12) 

28:22-30:9   
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39:17-43:04; 44:8-50:15   

62:8-23   

71:16-72:11; 73:2-76:13   

78:1-81:21   

82:22-83:8   

87:15-23   

90:18-24   

92:8-15; 98:19-99:3   

103:5-104:4   

105:15-22   

107:18-24   

108:3-23; 110:16-115:10; 116:5-22; 125:7-133:21; 139:20-146:20   

152:15-153:2   

153:11-164:12; 165:9-165:10   

194:1-9   

195:14-201:3; 209:14-19   

215:25-216:16   

DEPOSITIONS OF DR. THOMAS HOFELLER TAKEN ON 6-28-12 and 8-10-12 

(Dickson) 

Vol I 

41:21-45:12          

47:14-53:09          

55:01-58:25          
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Vol. II 

196:21-219:19       

266:22-269:01       

272:03-273:03       

273:04-351:04       

357:16-360:15       

361:24-363:16       

364:06-364:24       

365:04-366:12      

DEPOSITION OF SENATOR ROBERT RUCHO (COVINGTON V. NORTH CAROLINA 2/8/16) 

 

8:23-10:13 

11:13-17:10 

18:1-19:20 

20:17-22:15 

DEPOSITION OF DAVID LEWIS (COVINGTON V. NORTH CAROLINA 2/5/16) 

 

9:5-21 

10:25-11:9 

29:20-30:22 

31:23-32:18 

33:4-22 

36:13-21 

43:2-8 

44:6-10 

46:24-47:16 
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48:19-50:2 

DEPOSITION OF DR. THOMAS HOFELLER (COVINGTON V. NORTH CAROLINA 2/16/16) 

 

11:5-15:18 

16:13-18:11 

22:21-23:15 

25:15-26:20 

34:7-38:14 

41:24-45:25 

56:19-57:11 

63:17-65:16; 65:19-67:23 

68:1-72:23 

73:2-10 
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13. Identify and describe all partisanship scores or estimates for precincts or 

voting districts that were considered or used in drawing or revising district boundaries for 

the 2017 Plans. 

RESPONSE:  Defendants object to this interrogatory on the grounds that 

“partisanship scores or estimates” are vague.  Without waiving this objection, see response to 

Interrogatory Nos. 10, 11, and 12.    

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of any “formulas or algorithms” other than what has been 

previously disclosed in their responses to this Interrogatory.  Nonetheless, legislative 

defendants affirm and adopt the testimony by witnesses in the Dickson and Covington cases 

referenced in the response to Interrogatory No. 12. 
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14. Identify and describe all criteria that were considered or used in drawing or  

revising district boundaries for the 2011 Unchanged Districts. 

RESPONSE:  In 2017, the legislature did not change districts in 2011 county groups 

that did not have to be changed because of the impact of a district declared illegal in the 

Covington case.   

In addition, Defendants state that the answer to this interrogatory may be 

ascertained from a review of the documents produced in this matter, including any 

supplementations that may be produced, as well as the litigation record from Dickson v. 

Rucho, and specifically the legislative record and deposition transcripts of legislative 

defendants Lewis and Rucho, and of Dr. Hofeller.   

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of the criteria other than what has been previously disclosed in 

their responses to this Interrogatory and in the litigation record from the Dickson and 

Covington cases.  Nonetheless, legislative defendants affirm and adopt the testimony by 

witnesses in the Dickson and Covington cases set forth in the response to Interrogatory No. 

12.   
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15. Identify and describe how all criteria considered or used in drawing or revising 

district boundaries for the for the 2011 Unchanged Districts were prioritized or weighted in 

drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2011 Unchanged Districts. 

RESPONSE:  See response to Interrogatory No. 14. 

In addition, Defendants state that the answer to this interrogatory may be 

ascertained from a review of the documents produced in this matter, including any 

supplementations that may be produced, as well as the litigation record from Dickson v. 

Rucho, and specifically the legislative record and deposition transcripts of legislative 

defendants Lewis and Rucho, and of Dr. Hofeller.   

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of the prioritization of the criteria other than what has been 

previously disclosed in their responses to this Interrogatory and in the litigation record 

from the Dickson and Covington cases.  Nonetheless, legislative defendants affirm and 

adopt the testimony by witnesses in the Dickson and Covington cases as set forth in the 

response to Interrogatory No. 12. 
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16. Identify and describe all elections data and other measures of partisanship that 

were considered or used in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2011 Unchanged 

Districts. 

RESPONSE:  See response to Interrogatory No. 14.  

In addition, Defendants state that the answer to this interrogatory may be 

ascertained from a review of the documents produced in this matter, including any 

supplementations that may be produced, as well as the litigation record from Dickson v. 

Rucho, and specifically the legislative record and deposition transcripts of legislative 

defendants Lewis and Rucho, and of Dr. Hofeller. 

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of “elections data and other measures of partisanship” other than 

what has been previously disclosed in their responses to this Interrogatory and in the 

litigation record from the Dickson and Covington cases.  Nonetheless, legislative 

defendants affirm and adopt the testimony by witnesses in the Dickson and Covington cases 

as set forth in the response to Interrogatory No. 12. 
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17. Identify and describe how elections data and measures of partisanship were 

weighted or prioritized in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2011 Unchanged 

Districts, including any formulas or algorithms used to develop partisanship scores or estimates 

for precincts or voting districts in North Carolina. 

RESPONSE:  See response to Interrogatory No. 16. 

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of “elections data and other measures of partisanship” other than 

what has been previously disclosed in their responses to this Interrogatory and in the 

litigation record from the Dickson and Covington cases.  Nonetheless, legislative 

defendants affirm and adopt the testimony by witnesses in the Dickson and Covington cases 

as set forth in the response to Interrogatory No. 12. 
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18. Identify and describe all partisanship scores or estimates for precincts or voting 

districts that were considered or used in drawing or revising district boundaries for the 2011 

Unchanged Districts. 

RESPONSE:  Defendants object to this interrogatory on the grounds that 

“partisanship scores or estimates” are vague.  Without waiving this objection, see response to 

Interrogatory No. 16. 

April 3, 2018 Supplemental Response:  Legislative defendants do not have any 

independent recollection of “partisanship scores or estimates for precincts or voting 

districts” other than what has been previously disclosed in their responses to this 

Interrogatory and in the litigation record from the Dickson and Covington cases.  

Nonetheless, legislative defendants affirm and adopt the testimony by witnesses in the 

Dickson and Covington cases as set forth in the supplemental response to Interrogatory 

No. 12. 
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Respectfully submitted this the 3rd day of April, 2019. 

OGLETREE, DEAKINS, NASH, 

SMOAK & STEWART, P.C. 

 

By:  /s/Phillip J. Strach 

Phillip J. Strach 

N.C. State Bar No. 29456 

Michael McKnight 

N.C. State Bar No. 36932 

phil.strach@ogletreedeakins.com 

michael.mcknight@ogletreedeakins.com 

4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1100 

Raleigh, North Carolina 27609 

Telephone:  (919) 787-9700 

Facsimile:  (919) 783-9412 

Counsel for the Legislative Defendants 

 

 

BAKER & HOSTETLER, LLP 

 

      Mark E. Braden 

      (DC Bar #419915) 

      Richard Raile 

      (VA Bar # 84340) 

      Washington Square, Suite 1100 

      1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. 

      Washington, DC 20036-5403 

      mbraden@bakerlaw.com 

      rraile@bakerlaw.com 

      Telephone:  (202) 861-1500 

      Facsimile:  (202) 861-1783 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 

I hereby certify that on this date I caused the foregoing document to be served on all counsel 

of record by electronic mail in accordance with the agreement of the parties to serve documents in 

this matter electronically. 

 

 This the 3rd day of April, 2019. 

 

 

By:  /s/Phillip J. Strach 

        Phillip J. Strach 
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EXHIBIT F
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Jacobson, DanielFrom: Strach, Phillip J. <phil.strach@ogletree.com>Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2019 11:17 AMTo: Jones, Stanton; Stanley, Trevor M.Cc: Brennan, Stephanie; McKnight, Michael D.; Braden, E. Mark; Raile, Richard; Majmundar, Amar; Riggins, Alyssa; Denton Worrell; Nate Pencook; John Branch; Cox, Paul; Eddie Speas; Mackie, Caroline P.; zzz.External.AKhanna@perkinscoie.com; melias@perkinscoie.com; Gersch, David P.; Theodore, Elisabeth; Jacobson, DanielSubject: RE: Common Cause v. Lewis
Stanton: we are looking into the issues you raised below and will have a further response later today.  Thanks. Phil   
Phillip J. Strach | Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, P.C. 
4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1100 | Raleigh, NC 27609 | Telephone: 919-789-3179 | Fax: 919-783-9412 
phil.strach@ogletree.com | www.ogletree.com | Bio  
From: Jones, Stanton <Stanton.Jones@arnoldporter.com>  
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2019 4:40 PM 
To: Strach, Phillip J. <Phil.Strach@ogletreedeakins.com>; Stanley, Trevor M. <tstanley@bakerlaw.com> 
Cc: Brennan, Stephanie <Sbrennan@ncdoj.gov>; McKnight, Michael D. <Michael.McKnight@ogletreedeakins.com>; Braden, E. Mark <MBraden@bakerlaw.com>; Raile, Richard <rraile@bakerlaw.com>; Majmundar, Amar <amajmundar@ncdoj.gov>; Riggins, Alyssa <Alyssa.Riggins@ogletreedeakins.com>; Denton Worrell <DWorrell@shanahanmcdougal.com>; Nate Pencook <NPencook@shanahanlawgroup.com>; John Branch <JBranch@shanahanlawgroup.com>; Cox, Paul <pcox@ncdoj.gov>; Eddie Speas <espeas@poynerspruill.com>; Mackie, Caroline P. <CMackie@poynerspruill.com>; AKhanna@perkinscoie.com; melias@perkinscoie.com; Gersch, David P. <David.Gersch@arnoldporter.com>; Theodore, Elisabeth <Elisabeth.Theodore@arnoldporter.com>; Jacobson, Daniel <Daniel.Jacobson@arnoldporter.com> 
Subject: RE: Common Cause v. Lewis  Phil: Legislative Defendants’ supplemental discovery responses of April 3, 2019 remain deficient.  The following are several of the most notable deficiencies:  

• The privilege log does not indicate the basis on which you are withholding each document.  This makes it impossible for us or the Court to assess the validity of any of the privilege claims. 
• Your letter states that, with the exception of one oddly phrased search term (“legislative districts redraw”) that predictably produced zero hits, Legislative Defendants’ search for electronic records covered only a two-month period.  This is patently insufficient.  At minimum, any sufficient search must run from the day the Covington court issued its merits decision striking down the prior plans in 2016 until the day we filed our Complaint in this case in November 2018. 
• Your search terms must, at a minimum, include “Hofeller” and “formula” as separate, additional terms. 
• Legislative Defendants’ supplemental responses to Interrogatory Nos. 14-18 from Plaintiffs’ First Set of Interrogatories remain deficient.  Like the initial responses which the Court found deficient, the supplemental responses do no more than direct us to the record of the Dickson and Covington cases, which did not concern “the 2011 Unchanged Districts” at issue in this case, as defined in the Interrogatories.    
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Please let us know by 5pm ET tomorrow (Wednesday, April 10) whether you agree to cure these deficiencies, in full, no later than Friday at 12pm ET.  Regards,  Stanton  
From: Strach, Phillip J. [mailto:phil.strach@ogletree.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 2019 9:19 PM 
To: John Branch; Jacobson, Daniel; Jones, Stanton; Cox, Paul 
Cc: Brennan, Stephanie; McKnight, Michael D.; Braden, E. Mark; Raile, Richard; Majmundar, Amar; Riggins, Alyssa; Stanley, Trevor M.; Denton Worrell; Nate Pencook; Eddie Speas; Mackie, Caroline P.; zzz.External.AKhanna@perkinscoie.com; melias@perkinscoie.com; Gersch, David P.; Theodore, Elisabeth 
Subject: Common Cause v. Lewis  Counsel:  Please see attached correspondence.  Thanks.  Phil  
Phillip J. Strach | Ogletree, Deakins, Nash, Smoak & Stewart, P.C. 
4208 Six Forks Road, Suite 1100 | Raleigh, NC 27609 | Telephone: 919-789-3179 | Fax: 919-783-9412 
phil.strach@ogletree.com | www.ogletree.com | Bio  
This transmission is intended only for the proper recipient(s). It is confidential and may contain attorney-client privileged information. If you are not the proper 
recipient, please notify the sender immediately and delete this message. Any unauthorized review, copying, or use of this message is prohibited. 

 

This communication may contain information that is legally privileged, confidential or exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please note that 
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For more information about Arnold & Porter, click here: 
http://www.arnoldporter.com 
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